We investigate the possibility of tailoring the electronic properties of isoreticular metal-organic materials by replacing the metal atom in the metal-organic cluster and by doping. The electronic structure of M-IRMOF1, where IRMOF1 stands for isoreticular metal-organic framework 1 and M = Be, Mg, Ca, Zn, and Cd, was examined using density-functional theory. The results show that these materials have similar band gaps ͑ca. 3.5 eV͒ and a conduction band that is split into two bands, the lower of which has a width that varies with metal substitution. This variation prompted us to investigate whether doping with Al or Li could be used to tailor the electronic properties of the Zn-IRMOF1 and Be-IRMOF1 materials. It is shown that replacing one metal atom with Al can effectively be used to create IRMOFs with different metallic properties. On the other hand, adding Li produces structural changes that render this approach less suitable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Porous metal-organic frameworks ͑MOFs͒ have emerged as a class of materials with enormous potential in a variety of practical applications. For example, MOFs can act as storage materials for hydrogen 1,2 and methane, 3 or they can be used as sensors, 4 serve as templates for the creation of molecular species architectures, 5, 6 and perform enantioselective catalysis and separation. 7 Additionally, chemists are finding ways to design MOFs to target specific properties.
Eddaoudi et al. have shown that porous MOFs can be synthesized as to target the capability to store hydrogen and methane: They used the reticular approach to synthesize 16 different MOFs with the same underlying topology but different chemical functionality of the pores; 3 functionalizing the pores allows for different hydrogen and methane storage capabilities. 1 Here, we wish to investigate whether a similar concept can be used to target the electronic properties of these materials. As a first step, we concentrate on the material known as isoreticular metal-organic framework ͑IR-MOF1͒.
The structure of IRMOF1 is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The structure can be viewed as made of two distinct structural units, the connector ͓shown in Fig. 1͑b͔͒ and the linker ͓shown in Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . If one was to alter the electronic properties of IRMOF1, the following three approaches seem plausible: ͑i͒ replacing the linker with other organic molecules, ͑ii͒ replacing the connector by changing the metal atom in it, and ͑iii͒ replacing both the linker and connector.
Replacing the linker has already been done. In fact, IR-MOF1 belongs to the class of 16 different IRMOFs mentioned above, all of them with the same connector and underlying topology but different linkers. Replacing Zn by other metal atoms can also be done, and this is the approach we chose here.
In selecting metal atoms that could replace Zn, it is convenient to choose those that are likely to form a Zn-acetatetype molecule, because this molecule plays a crucial role in the synthesis of IRMOFs.
1,2 Be and Co are the most appropriate choices, since both form an acetate molecule, 8, 9 and the compounds Be-IRMOF1 and Co-IRMOF1 could most likely be synthesized. But Co is magnetic, and Co-IRMOF1 should have distinct properties that deserve a whole separate study. This led us to investigate IRMOF1 with Be, Zn, and similar atoms, including Mg, Ca, and Cd.
In what follows, we used an ab initio technique to investigate the electronic properties of M-IRMOF1, where M = Be, Mg, Ca, Zn, and Cd. Our results show that all of these materials have very similar large band gaps, with a conduction band of varying width. The latter finding suggested that it might be possible to dope these materials in order to raise the Fermi level up to conduction band. If so, one could take advantage of the variation in the width of the conduction band to create IRMOFs with different metallic properties. This idea is examined in detail by doping with Al and Li the materials Zn-IRMOF1 and Be-IRMOF1.
II. METHOD
The Vienna ab initio simulation package ͑VASP͒ code was used to perform the electronic structure calculations. 10 The method is based on the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ to the density-functional theory with ultrasoft Vanderbilt-type pseudopotentials. 11 The LDA used is of the Ceperly-Alder form 12 Zunger. 13 The integration over the Brillouin zone was performed using the Monkhorst-Pack scheme, 14 with two k points.
To obtain the equilibrium lattice constant a 0 and bulk modulus B 0 , the energy versus the volume curve of each material was calculated allowing the atoms to relax at each volume, then each curve was fitted to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. Table I shows the equilibrium lattice constant and bulk modulus of all the compounds studied. Comparisons with experiments are only possible for Zn-IRMOF1, and the theoretical volume is 3% smaller than the experimental volume of desolvated Zn-IRMOF1. 16 In the compounds studied the metal-atom nearest neighbor is always oxygen in the crystallographic position O1. Then, assuming that the atomic radii of O1 remains constant throughout all the compounds studied, one can obtain the relative size of the metal atom by looking at the distance to its closer neighbor. The distance between metal atoms and O1, M -O1, is tabulated in Table I . We interpret the change in this distance as Zn is replaced by other metal atoms to represent differences in their atomic radii. The calculated difference ⌬r in atomic radius relative to Zn is given in Table I . The quantity ⌬r allows us to make a correlation between the atomic radii M and the volume of M-IRMOF1, i.e., the bigger the atomic radii the larger the volume. This relation holds for metal atoms in the same column of the Periodic Table, but it does not hold if one considers different columns of the Periodic Table. For example, Mg and Zn have practically the same size, yet Mg-IRMOF1 has a larger volume than Zn-IRMOF1. In Table II the atomic positions of Zn-IRMOF1 are shown, and it is seen that the theoretical and experimental values are in excellent agreement.
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III. RESULTS
To compare these compounds further, it is convenient to consider each one of them as made up of connectors and linkers. TABLE I. Structural parameters of M-IRMOF1 ͑M = Zn, Cd, Be, Mg, and Ca͒. The equilibrium lattice constant a 0 and bulk modulus B 0 were obtained by fitting the energy vs the volume curve to the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state ͑Ref. 15͒. M -O1 represents the distance from the metal atom M to its closer neighbor, which is always oxygen in the crystallographic position O1. We interpret the change in this distance as Zn is replaced by other atoms to represent differences in their atomic radii. ⌬r represents the calculated difference in atomic radius relative to Zn ͑see text for an explanation͒. Table IV shows significant differences among the connectors of different compounds. This is especially clear if one compares the volume of the connector in the different compounds; this volume was calculated assuming that the connector is an octahedron with vertices defined by the C1 atoms. In Table IV we have also collected the O1 -M bond length and the O1 -M -O1 bond angle, both variables are relevant for the following discussion on the electronic properties.
The electronic density of states and band structure of Zn-IRMOF1 are shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ , respectively. The top of the valence band is located at the ⌫ point, and the conduction band is split into two regions, the lower of which has a width of 138 meV. The bottom of the conduction band is very flat, making it impossible to unequivocally identify whether the band gap is direct or indirect. The band gap has a value of approximately 3.5 eV. Further inspection, obtained by calculating the partial electronic density of states shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ , reveals that the band-edge electronic states are overwhelmingly of a p nature. In particular, the bottom of the conduction band is dominated by p states contributed by the atoms O1, C1, C2, and C3 ͑the atoms of the linkers, although C1 and O1 are shared between linkers and connectors͒, whereas the top of the valence band is dominated by p states from O1, O2, C2, and C3.
The electronic density of states and band structure of Be-IRMOF1 are shown in Figs. 2͑d͒ and 2͑e͒ , respectively. Both are very similar to those of Zn-IRMOF1, the only clear difference, apart from the absence of d states, is that the lower part of the conduction band is wider, with a value 348 meV. After investigating the electronic density of states and band structure of the compounds Cd-IRMOF1, Mg-IRMOF1, and Ca-IRMOF1, we observed the following common features: A band-gap value of about 3.5 eV that is not unequivocally defined as direct or indirect, a band edge dominated by p states contributed by the same set of atoms, and a splitting of the conduction band into two bands, the lower of which has a width that varies. The band-gap values and the width of the lower part of the conduction band have been collected in Table V . We have also used the generalized gradient approximation 17 ͑GGA͒ to compute the electronic properties of Zn-IRMOF1. We have found that neither the band gap nor the width of the lower part of the conduction band changes significantly. In particular, with GGA the band gap is 3.518 eV and the width is 131 meV. These results suggest that the features summarized above remain true independently of whether one uses the local or the generalized gradient approximation.
It is interesting to notice that, again if one focuses on the Table V it is clear that, the smaller the atomic radii of M the smaller the length of the bridge O1 -M -O1 and, as a consequence, the larger is the bandwidth. This is the reason why Be-IRMOF1 has the larger bandwidth followed by Mg-IRMOF1 and Ca-IRMOF1. Similarly, Zn-IRMOF1 has a larger bandwidth than Cd-IRMOF1. The same correlation does not hold if one compares the bandwidth of compounds made of metal atoms from different columns, though. For example, Zn and Mg have practically the same atomic radii, yet Mg-IRMOF1 has a larger bandwidth than Zn-IRMOF1. The findings above suggest a possible path for tailoring the electronic properties of M-IRMOFs as to create materials with different metallic properties. This path consists of doping to raise the Fermi level up to the lower part of the conduction band, and then to take advantage of the tunability of the width of this band for creating materials with different metallic properties. For example, if this approach were to be successful and assuming that the bandwidths did not change significantly after doping, doped Zn-IRMOF1 should conduct less efficiently than doped Be-IRMOF1, since Be-IRMOF1 has a larger bandwidth than Zn-IRMOF1. In what follows we present results on A1 and Li doping of Zn-IRMOF1 and Be-IRMOF1.
The 8 Li, which represents the case of Li doping. To find the most likely position a Li atom would occupy, we initially performed classical molecular mechanics and semiempirical quantum modeling. We first determined a minimum-energy position of a Li atom using classical valence force fields ͓molecular mechanics 3 ͑MM3͒ and optimized potentials for liquid simulations ͑OPLS͔͒ ͑Ref. 18͒ followed by geometry optimization using a semiempirical calculation based on Modified Neglect of Diatomic Overlap with inclusion of d-orbitals MDNO͑d͒. 19 These relatively low-level calculations gave results showing that the Li is attracted to the connector, occupying a position between two O1 atoms and very close to Zn ͑Be͒. Limited quantum mechanics ͑QM͒/MM modeling was also used to allow implementing of a higher level of many-body electronic structure. In this case, the Li atom and the connector ͑atoms giving sp3 termination͒ were treated within the Hartree-Fock ͓all electron model with Slater-type orbital ͑STO͒-3G * atom centered basis functions͔ with single-point second-order perturbation corrections for electron correlation, and the remaining atoms of the M-IRMOF1 were treated with MM3. ing does not appear to be a suitable approach for producing IRMOFs with different metallic properties by taking advantage of the different conduction bandwidths.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the possibility of tailoring the electronic properties of isoreticular metal-organic framework 1 ͑IRMOF1͒. The electronic properties of this material can be altered by changing the connector, the linker, or both. We investigated by changing the connector, in particular, we replaced the Zn atoms by other metal atoms and examined the electronic properties of M-IRMOF1 ͑M = Be, Mg, Ca, Zn, and Cd͒ by means of an ab initio electronic structure method. Our results show that all these compounds share a similar but relatively large band gap of about 3.5 eV, and that their conduction band is divided into two parts, the lower of which has a width that varies with metal substitution. This variation in the bandwidth can be qualitatively explained as due to a size effect introduced by the metal atom: The smaller the metal, the closer the linkers which results in a larger bandwidth. This finding leads us to consider the possibility of doping to raise the Fermi level up to the lower part of the conduction band, so one could take advantage of different bandwidths to create materials with different metallic properties. We investigated the electronic properties of Al-and Li-doped Zn-IRMOF1 and Be-IRMOF1, and found that Al doping could be a successful approach to create M-IRMOF1 with different metallic properties, whereas Li doping is not. The latter is due to significant structural changes introduced by the addition of Li. The potential for tailoring the electronic properties of M-IRMOF1 becomes apparent when one realizes that this material is just one among 16 other IRMOFs, which have the same connector but different linkers. The possibility of changing linkers, connectors, or both, and even replacing Zn with magnetic elements, plus doping, could offer an interesting venue for the creation of materials with interesting electronic and magnetic properties.
